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R.S. Walsh Heartily Supports 10K Race 4 F.I.S.H. as Silver Sponsor 

 

R.S. Walsh is a family-run business naturally filled with outdoor enthusiasts who heartily support the 

10K Race 4 F.I.S.H. as a Silver Sponsor. The race, in its 9th year, attracts hundreds of runners of all 

ages from near and far to Sanibel Island. It is a day dedicated to running and F.I.S.H. of SANCAP.  

 

“We like being involved in our island community and seem to enjoy outdoor competitive events a lot,” 

said Lisa Walsh, who along with husband Robert Walsh, started the landscape contracting and design 

firm more than 30 years ago. Today, the whole family is involved with sons, Justin and Jeremy, taking 

larger roles in the business. 

 

The R.S. Walsh signature of sustainable beauty can be seen in the landscape of upscale residential 

homes, as well as notable commercial properties on Sanibel and Captiva. Clients work directly with a 

landscape architect or landscape designer to achieve an ultimate paradise for any size project from start 

to finish.  

 

R.S. Walsh also offers In the Garden, a beautiful retail garden center and outdoor showroom for the do-

it-yourself gardeners. It's a Sanibel oasis with wandering paths through display gardens, a bountiful 

plant nursery and gift shop. They carry a large assortment of native and tropical plants, pottery, 

fountains and all the things a gardener would love.   

 

“R.S.Walsh supports our community in many ways,” said 10K Committee Member John Pryor. “We 

are delighted to have them be a part of the race.”  

 

Race day is Saturday, Oct. 28 at the Sanibel Community House, 2173 Periwinkle Way. Registration is 

open at fishofsancap.org. Sponsorship slots are still available. Contact Pete Bender at 

benderlaw@juno.com or call 239-472-5220 for more information on becoming a sponsor.  
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